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I:Vocabulary 

 3 A)Fill in the blanks with the words given.(There is one extra word) 

    trade  –  permission  - rural -  protect  - stance – climate - magnified    
 

1.Everyone should learn how to  ……………. himself from cold and heat. 

2.The international  ................. in oil has increased. 

3.Mazandaran in north of Iran has a mild …………… and a high rainfall. 

4. People who live in  ........................ areas often use public transportation . 

5.The image is ………………. By a modern telescope. 

6. You need the manager's ........................... to take a day off .   
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B) Match the definition in   A with the words in  B .( There is one extra tem in B ) 

                          A                                                                                                  B 

 7.  related to countryside     .......                                                                     a. procedure  

8.  tell people about a product      .........                                                           b. finance                                

9.  a way of doing something especially the usual or correct way.........          c. advertise 

10. experience of pain       .........                                                                      d. suffering 

                                                                                                                          e. suburb                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                          

2  C) Choose the best answer . 

 

11. City ............................... refused to comment on the new political issue. 

      1)missions              2) officials                   3)community                       4)signs                     . 
12.There is a ……………… on the wall that says " Don't touch the power wires" 

      1)device                2) warning                    3)station                              4)state   
       
13.I think the cartoon had a good …………….. on children . 

      1) habit                 2)emotion                       3)view                             4)impression 

       

14 The forest  has more than 30 ............................ of trees.                                                                                        

1)possibilities       2)probabilities             3) densities                      4) varieties  
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 II: Structure 

D) Choose the best choice. 

 

15.The police reported that the accident happened because of the stones ..................... in the road.                     

1) leaving            2) which left                 3) were left                     4)left                                                

 16. The Internet is very useful, ………….. it has its own problems .                                                                    

1) since                  2) even though                   3) so as                            4)so that     
17.It was a lovely old building . They ......................... knocked it down.                                                          

1)shouldn't have    2) may have                  3) must have                  4)should have  

18. Some of us had to sit on the floor because there weren't ………… chairs .                                                                                                      

1) too                  2) so much                            3) enough                       4) such 
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E) Join the following sentences using the words in parentheses. 

 

19.Mary went to the library . She wanted to borrow some books .( so that)  

    .................................................................................................................................. . 

20. He was late for class  . He left home early .(though) 

   .................................................................................................................................... . 

         

1 F )Write correct sentences with the given sentences . 

.  
21.projects – including – many – Edison-devices - , -  on- worked –  sound recording .  
    ...................................................................................................................................................... 
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 G)III: Cloze Test                                                                                                                                         

Read the following text and choose the best choice to fill in the blanks . 

        A computer ..............27.............a person to use data easily and quickly, 

create text...............28........, edit them, print them, manipulate images, print them, send text and images over 

the Internet, download information over the Internet, ..............29............with other people easily from 

home,...........30.......... records of transactions, activities, plan trips, and ...........31............ do far more than a 

person without a computer. Computers are very useful to make everyday life a lot easier. You can 

..........32..........the weather, email, ..........33...........items, buy things, type papers and much .............34.......... 

.                                                                                                                                                                             

27.  1) allows                         2) requires                      3) proposes                           4) needs 

28.  1) tissues                         2)outlook                       3) documents                        4)troubles     

29.  1) argue                          2)interact                        3) compare                           4)distract  
 30. 1) enhance                      2) set                              3) leave                                4)keep    

31.  1)extremely                    2)rarely                          3) generally                          4) mainly  
32.  1)check                           2) predict                       3) design                              4) consult  

33.  1) lift                              2) shake                         3)search                                4)train     
34.  1)many                           2) extra                           3) further                              4)more.  
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IV: Comprehension 

 

  I) Choose the best choose.  
35."The Apollo mission landed 12 humans on the moon between 1967 and 1972. These astronauts brought    

back  samples of rock". We understand from the above sentence that ..................  . 

 

 a. Some people were on the moon.                                                                                                                                 

b. there is no rock on the moon                                                                                                                                   

c.  Apollo mission was Russian project.                                                                                                                            

d. Apollo mission landed some people on the moon. 

 

37. "Fifty years later, Newton used even a  better telescope so that he  could observe other objects in space".                     

We understand from the above sentence that Newton……… . 

 

            a. didn't use a better telescope.                    c. wanted to study the space in 50 year.  

            b. wanted to observe more things               d. didn't observe anything discovered before.    
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K)Reading Comprehension : Read the following passage and answer the questions. 
 

One of the greatest sea tragedies that has ever occurred was that of the steamship Titanic . It was 

the first trip of the giant ship . There were more than two thousand people aboard on their way to 

the United States from England . It was on the night of April 14 , 1912 . The sea was calm, and the 

weather was beautiful . People were dancing in the large salons. Music, laughter, and singing 

could be heard everywhere. The thought of danger was far away. Suddenly just before midnight 

the sailor on guard cried: "iceberg"! Before the ship could change her course, the iceberg had 

torn a huge hole in the bottom of the ship. Nothing could be done. The new ship went down into 

the sea. More than fifteen hundred people lost their lives on that tragic might. 

 

42. The best title for this passage can be, the.................. . 

      a) greatest sea tragedy   b) steamship Titanic   c) dangerous iceberg     d) unskillful sailor 

43. The accident happened in ....................... 

      a) winter                     b) the morning                c) spring                      d) the evening 

44. The ship sank because of ................. 

      a) a dangerous storm   b) the sleepy sailor       c) an iceberg                d) the large salons 

45. In this accident...................... passengers were drowned. 

     a) more than one thousand and five hundred       b) about two thousand 

     c) more than two thousand                                  d) about fifteen hundred 

46. The sailor cried because …………… . 

      a) the ship began to sink                        b) he couldn't sail the ship 

      c) the iceberg hit the ship                      d) he saw an iceberg   
                                                                                                                        Good Luck                       
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J)Read the following article and match each paragraph with  a suitable heading. 

 

A:   Solution to the problem of child labor 

B:   Reason for the existence of child labor 

C:   Definition of child labor 

D:   Child laborers in different fields of activity 

E:   The existence of child labor around the world 

38. . ………….…..: Child labor is work that is done by children all day, that stops them from going to 

school, and may hurt them in any way. 

39. ……………….: An estimated number of 250 million children, 15 or under, are forced to work in the 

developing counties with at least half of them on a full time basis. 61 percent of these are in South Asia, 32 

percent in Africa and 7 percent in Latin America. 

 

40.. …………….…: Child laborers in rural areas are mostly found in agriculture whereas urban children are 

busy doing extreme forms of work in trade, services, manufacturing and construction. 
 

 

41. ……………….: In most cases poor families send their children to work because their income is 

important for the family. On the other hand, since these children receive little or no education, they will have 

poor family in the future. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

  

 


